Types of BALANCE Project:
Project Objective: Create a cut-paper collage that clearly demonstrates the 3 main types
of balance: Symmetrical, Asymmetrical, & Radial. Design 3 separate, but unified nonobjective compositions using each type of balance and glue them onto ONE sheet of 12x18”
black paper. Include a ½” boarder around all sides of your designs-you will have to figure out the
dimensions in your sketchbook!
Your collage should only include lines, shapes & colors (Non-Objective Design). The
shapes can overlap or be trimmed to make new shapes.
Use up to 4 colors & repeat those same colors in each design. (A color scheme would be great,
but not necessary)

Instructions:
1. Draw thumbnail sketches to work out your 3 designs. Quiz Grade! Repeat lines, shapes, colors & patterns so the
entire piece has unity.
2. Design the layout of your composition. You need to choose one type of balance to be your largest square. The other 2
rectangles or squares will be the other 2 types of balance.
3. Cut your base shapes that you will glue your collage onto-use the paper cutter.
4. Cut & glue the pieces for all your collages onto the bases.
5. When finished with the individual balance collages, glue them onto the black paper. Make sure you are keeping
consistent ½” margins/boarders.

TIPS
•

•
•

Start with a few L A R G E shapes that break up the background. Keep them different proportions for
more interest. Add smaller and smaller shapes as you go, being careful to keep the overall image both
balanced and interesting. Shape size is one of the few ways you have to create variety in an image where
the shapes and colors are so limited.
Create a flow or rhythm in the composition through repetition of design. The shapes should look like they
are placed in relationship with each other and not just randomly distributed.
Test the balance by turning the composition around, looking at it from several different directions.
*This one is only an example
of DESIGN- not types of balance!
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